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To my cactus and plastic sunflower whose forgiveness when neglected showed considerable
understanding.
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is a man great”.
As Project Coordinator for iMDG piloted for UN Millennium Campaign, I want to say
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well internationally for raising awareness on the world’s most important
development issues. iMDG in the end did manage to establish itself in the Asia and
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It is my sincerest hope that the chapters found herein can provide sufficient advice
for those interested in starting up a similar project in the Asia and the Pacific region
and to make theirs a success.
Viewed as a case example, iMDG objectively offers a great case study with many
lessons to be shared.
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Foreword
Pulling together expertise from all areas and unifying under a group of commonly
shared goals at the beginning of the Millennium, countries around the world united
in stating that in our life time, our generation can do what non-other has done
before and put an end to poverty. Recognizing an immeasurable challenge on an
epic scale, the most ambitious targets were set for achievement by 2015. Many of
the greatest minds from throughout the world have contributed their vast
knowledge, considerable amount of time, and an undying effort in realizing this
collective dream to hand to the next generation a far better world than that which
came before.
For the past ten years tremendous headway has been made for the most vulnerable
peoples in this cosmopolitan world increasingly devoid of logical national
boundaries. Availing people their human rights to equality, basic services of food,
shelter, medicine, and a future with abundant natural resources, the benefits of this
ten year effort already echo far into the future.
We are not over though, nor in one sense will we ever be as human natures quest to
continuously improve the lives of those we love is an enduring fundamental element
of our shared humanity.
To jump ahead and look at what is required is a folly. The chance that it would lead
to a defeatist mentality and a pointing of blame cannot be taken. We choose to
accept the challenge laid out in front of us, the dedication required in our communal
recognition and appreciation of its importance in Earths increasingly fragile history.
With five years remaining a “Last Great Push” is being declared. Countries from
around the world are talking and planning with one another as one Nation within
the United Nations framework and establishing milestones which can lead us to our
planned result set in 2000 by 2015. The world ten years ago was vastly different
then as it is today, as it will be ten years from now. Facing together increasingly
severe weather patterns, terrorism throughout the globe, and an economic crisis
with far felt effects and implications, we must overcome turmoil and clear a path out
of it.
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For those seeking out leading methods and technology, mass communications shift
into a cloud of technology has now offered a resource only previously when this
shared journey began, in its infancy.
All age groups in society have both a stake and a role in the achievement of the
MDGs. Youth in particular hold the greatest as it will be the societies of the future in
which they become productive members of society, raise families, and pass on
lessons to the next generation. Youth culture is now online. Increasingly extended
time is spent by youth socializing with one another and opening their minds to a
world in a way previously unimaginable. A University student in Korea can share
videos of a party with his friend in America instantaneously. Entire communities of
likeminded individuals can emerge in cyber-space and have tremendous impact in
society.
In 2009 the United Nations Millennium Campaign decided to develope a pilot to test
new age technologies for use in the Asia and the Pacific region. Establishment of an
online community of youth activists was to be tested to gather lessons. In response
the project iMDG was created. Unveiled on January 1, 2010 iMDG was piloted with
the testing aim as a community which would establish itself as the go to web space
for MDG grassroots youth organizations and individuals to share their knowledge,
their efforts, and their experiences.
Establishing an Online Youth Community offers readers an advisory primer for
similar projects taking iMDG as a successful case example. Within this book are
sections on each of the core areas in the lead up and launch of the platform in India,
the Philippines, and Indonesia. Areas reviewed herein include branding of iMDG and
designing of the community web space, implementation, and growth of the
community with the rational and problem areas which emerged discussed for each
area.

Andrew Milroy
Project Coordinator - iMDG
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1.
A Web Shifting
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The Web we know now, which loads into a browser window in essentially static screenfulls, is only an
embryo of the Web to come. The first glimmerings of Web 2.0 are beginning to appear, and we are just
starting to see how that embryo might develop. The Web will be understood not as screenfulls of text
and graphics but as a transport mechanism, the ether through which interactivity happens.
Darcy DiNucci – 1999
One sometimes gets the impression that an incoherently yelling crowd is metastable with respect to
one that is chanting in unison. But the chant has to start somewhere – the spectators won’t all pick it
up at the same instant. Many small groups of fans might try to start a chant or song, only to give up
when it doesn’t catch on with their neighbours. Once the chant spreads to a group of some critical size,
however, it seems to take on a life of its own and soon the whole terrace is voicing it as one.
Philippe Ball – 2004

A shift in the mode information is accessed and distributed through
the World Wide Web can said to have began largely in the year 2004
as use of Web 2.0 emerged and became popularized, spurred on
with an increase in computer processing speeds, storage capacities,
and internet connection speeds. Advances in these three areas
allowed for the sharing and accessing of large media files online
which in turn provided the necessary niche for new media
platforms, now dominated by the likes of YouTube which has as its
sole purpose to share these files as uploaded by the users
themselves.
Looking at internet usage alone, the numbers are staggering when
comparing the two largest emerging powers in Asia. With 81 million
users now online in India, an increase of 1,520% from 2000, and
14
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China managing to provide internet access to 298 million citizens
(nearly the population of the US) by sheer numbers the majority of
internet users are found in the Asia region making up 42.5% of
users worldwide. When looked at by region, Asia accounts for 500
million more users than North America and 200 million more than
Europe. Predominance of Web 2.0 however, and the two-thirds of
internet traffic it is comprised of, still remains largely in developed
countries with developing countries quickly catching up as online
youth culture goes global.
An equally impressive increase can be seen with the amount of time
spent using Web 2.0 as a percentage of the time an internet user
spends online. Roughly 10% of online time is now being spent on
social networking sites, new media platforms, or member
communities as they slowly overtake personal e-mail and become
the fourth largest online sector after search engines, portals, and PC
software applications. Increasingly the sites which are being visited
by users are social networking sites with their two-thirds share of
all internet traffic.
Internet users are increasingly becoming the controllers of both the
content found online, and the method with which they access
information as the shift from Web 1.0 technology continues into a
Web 2.0. As communication between individuals and social group’s
15
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changes into a direction availing people to disseminate news,
personal stories, and event details with greater ease and to greater
numbers, ideas are now shared in a variety of methods never before
seen. Rise in Web 2.0 popularity is particularly noticeable among
youth around the globe as seen in its quick and sharp increase since
initial popularization in 2004.
Recognizing the dramatic rise of this technology the United Nations
Millennium Campaign (UNMC) supported the creation of the pilot
project “iMDG” in order to examine, the effectiveness of utilizing
such technology as a means to engage with and coordinate youth
and youth organizations in the Asia and the Pacific region. While the
objective aligned with the mandate of encouraging grassroots
pressure on politicians to meet their 2000 Millennium Development
Goal (MDG) promises, the approach took traditional aspects and
methods of activism, and added an online community web space
which was to be interwoven with Web 2.0 technology. Through this
community, added as a regional coordination platform for MDG
youth activism, information would be shared on when and where to
mobilize, a space provided through which youth activists could be
engaged with in two-way dialogue, and experiences shared on MDG
related activism.
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At the core of the pilot the objective to improve the existing UNMC
presence on social networking sites (e.g. Facebook) and new media
platforms (e.g. YouTube) was of focus. In doing so these
technologies would be examined for their effectiveness to provide
an entertaining although informative dialogue between UNMC and
youth activists throughout the year; and additionally, create a base
of dedicated UNMC activists who could be communicated to via Web
2.0 and mobilised for awareness raising events offline.
Once mobilized to take part in the initial batch of official iMDG
activities, the main task was to contribute as large a mass of
multimedia from each event as possible, ranging from professionally
done to absolute amateur. Requested entries by participants
covered the main forms of artistic expression of traditional artwork,
photography, and film. These outputs were then fed into the
community for display but importantly, they formed the substance
of the multimedia petition which was handed over at the end of the
initial four months following launch date.
Contained within this paper, a review of the strategy employed,
branding

and

designing

of

the

community

web

space,

implementation, and growth of the community are provided. For
each of the above areas assessment is made on the information
which was taken into consideration and used to support initial
17
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decisions. Key decisions which were made based upon changes
taking place during project implementation are also assessed along
with how each of the core areas outlined progressed, the associated
results, and timeline during implementation.
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2.
The Drawing Board
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If you look at the various strategies available for dealing with a new technology, sticking your
head in the sand is not the most plausible strategy.
Ralph Merkle
Change is not a destination, just as hope is not a strategy.
Rudy Giuliani

When

thinking of campaigning online the most notable success

story to date can said to be that of the Obama Presidential campaign
as his team managed to reach out to voters of all ages through the
web more effectively than ever before. In large part, this can be
attributed to the internet not earlier being seen as an avenue of
value for disseminating information to the voting public. Such
success though is neither wide spread or could be considered the
norm. In the UK online campaigning has been met with a fairly low
resulting impact. Despite this, there are advocates of its usage for
this purpose highlighting the fact that even if the number of people
reached is low it provides an indirect effect whereby you can send a
message to supporters and activists who would then carry the
message during grassroots activities such as door knocking.i
Outside North America and the UK, countries in Asia are also
beginning to utilize this technology specifically as used towards
campaigning. Korea’s Roh Moo-hyun in 2002 was able to amass
20
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large rallies and other traditional campaign tactics through his
website which included webcasts and audio broadcasts. By running
one of the world’s most sophisticated e-mail campaigns millions of
youth were attracted to his site and passed on policy ideas amongst
the thousands of e-mails received per day.ii
Asian online campaigning success stories such as that of Roh Moohyun and others not mentioned in developed countries should be
juxtaposed with a developing world context for its usage which runs
against the hurdles associated with a lack of literacy, and internet
penetration. Internet penetration offers the largest hurdle and
results in the case of developing countries with typically high
percentages of the population living in rural areas, a continuing
need for the use of traditional and popular methods of campaigning
while telecommunication infrastructure is further developed. Even
with development, it would only allow the possibility for such a
method to be used and would not suffice as a reason to substitute
such a method as distributing flyers.iii
Widely known among those who have established an online
community is the challenge of keeping the initial flood of new
members active. A tendency for the numbers signing up decreasing
after only a short period of time persists among these projects. New
angles are always needed along with adjustments from older ones to
21
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keep members signing. A strategy for this specific aspect should
always be thought of separately, although intractably linked with
the overall strategy of any similar project. In the instance of a
community which had the focus of ending seal hunts and managed
to attract 17,000 members after a seven month period, when initial
numbers of new members began to decline, an adjusted approach
took on the form of sharing experiences through storytelling.iv Such
new angles offer a unique aspect to the community which others do
not. A niche community which can continually, although not
necessarily in large numbers, attract new members who share
important information with a similar interest, along with ignorance
as to where to share otherwise, will always succeed.
Several key elements are found in successful social networking
campaigns including:
 it meets a campaign objective
 encourages member interaction
 scales up quickly
 allows and fosters self-expression
 provides long term utility
 participants enhance the value of the community, and
 it integrates with other networking activities.v
22
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In meeting a campaign objective, the additional use of an online
component should match rather than replace the objective.
Although its usage is of value, it is only insofar as it can be used as an
advanced tool to meet an already established or recently agreed
upon objective. In meeting the objective with an online component it
is found that those which turn out successful involve the audience
through the continuing encouragement of their interaction with one
another and with the facilitator of the site. During increased levels of
interaction such a network can more easily scale up as members
pass on more readily information contained within. This process is
called Velocity, Viralness, or Spread and is essential for expansion.
With expansion, and in order to achieve it as a sub-objective,
members must be allowed to express themselves in a way they are
comfortable, with minimal interference as an aim for maximum
inclusion. Not only with the way members are permitted to express
themselves but as well both how information found within is
accessed and then spread should be to a great extent flexible in
terms of options available.vi
Although a campaign may only run for a short period of time, half a
year to a year, those which show greatest success are done such that
long term utility is provided, rather than with a disposable
campaign. Rather than a quick dose of entertainment it offers a
23
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relevant purpose to members. Over the long term the usefulness and
therefore value of the campaign is enhanced with an increase in the
participation and subsequent content created by the community
itself. Member participation going hand-in-hand with expansion, a
parallel strategy should include integration with other activities and
the use of multiple channels for Spread.vii Following any initial start
up period of time, an assessment of the traffic which is drawn to a
site,

should

be

analysed

prior

to

moving

forward

with

improvements.
APPLICABILITY FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
As briefly mentioned in the previous section, information on the use
of online tools such as the standard website and Web 2.0 technology
is at this point largely based upon case examples and studies
originating in developed countries. This information is then highly
applicable for similar contexts where literacy, income, and internet
penetration are high. Characteristically the group of people who
make up and form the base for the body of this information, have
had internet access for an extended period of time, and are found
within a demographic with a high income bracket. This income
bracket allows for sufficient free time to spend on sites such as
Facebook and YouTube which are strongly considered novelty sites.
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While understanding that the sample population is comprised of
characteristics found in developed countries, it can nonetheless be
applicable for the developing country context. This is supported by
the fact that sample characteristics can be found in developing
countries, due to the existing disparity between low income to
middle and upper income households and individuals. Pockets of the
population rather than the population as an entirety can be utilized
in so far as they meet the above characteristics and overcome the
earlier mentioned hurdles of literacy and internet penetration.
These pockets therefore are predominately national capitals and
large urban centers.
If an agreed and recognized need to compromise on the size of the
target group can be reached, information stemming from a Western
context could be used although adapted as needed or at a minimum
taken into consideration. So long as there is a sharing of context
which can be found in pockets of developing countries, the
information should still be seen as applicable.
DEVELOPMENT OF STRATEGY
With the initial concept stage planning began in January of 2009.
The strategy and indeed the idea for the pilot changed dramatically
as it was being developed through discussions and review of
25
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concept notes and the project proposal. What was known from the
start was that it would be a pilot which would aim to utilize new
media and IT platforms for the creation and re-energizing of
grassroots pressure to compel governments to meet their
commitments” and subsequently examine its effectiveness.
Strategic thinking initially focused on how best to utilize Web 2.0
technologies. Originally it was to be done through the production of
a mini-Web series which would be shot in a guerrilla-style method
following a core group of several UNMC activists’ as they travelled
from one country to the next, circumnavigating the world and
reporting on the status of the MDGs. Viewers would tune in on
YouTube and share their thoughts and questions to those on the
series while in remote corners of the world. Each member of the
expedition would represent a different continent and specialize in a
specific MDG for discussions with those on the ground and the
audience. Early in the development stages of a strategy, such an
expedition though was entirely ruled out for both logistical and
budgetary restrictions. By the time actual work began on August 4,
2009 the core idea remained but had been refined into a far more
manageable pilot rather than taking on the appearance of a fully
tested strategy of grand proportions which initial ideas took for
granted and rested upon. Remaining was the objective to create a
26
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youth focused web space for the establishment of an online
community with appealing branding aimed at youth.
In the early plenary stages, before discussions of strategy began, the
branding of iMDG was to push away from what was seen as a UN
corporate feel and design while remaining within certain
parameters, and thereby distinguish itself from the norm. It was
thought that a branding which had a fresh UN look to it would
attract youth alienated from the UN system by a misperception. The
perception being of a large dominating organization which was
thought of as not entirely in touch with youth organizations at the
grassroots level. Piloting therefore was around a new approach for
engaging with youth in the region in a manner which seemed closer
aligned with actual trends; and through a strategy which took as its
base, methods of communication adopted entirely by youth and
which had not been closely examined by UNMC.
The strategy had two components offline and online, of which
separate strategies feeding into one another to provide mutual
support were drawn up. As one, the strategy consisted of four stages
of attract, engage, mobilize, and retain. These stages would provide
for a natural progression of the community and would build upon
the previous while strengthening the next.
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Regarding the online aspect which was under testing, careful
attention was made to allow community members to contribute to
the community in a way which they wanted to and felt most
comfortable doing so. In light of this, what was of central concern
was to reduce the amount of outside influence on the method in
which members would contribute online with one another. In the
end, the only restrictions which were in place were those based
upon the stronger demand associated with good designs that limited
the number of options to the user and the limitations commonly
found with good moderation eliminating any profane language,
images, video and posts which were not of an MDG focus. Knowing
that community members would want as much determination on
how to access and navigate the community, allowing for a great
degree of flexibility along with decisions on how to become
involved, fit squarely as a central component of the online strategy.
From the beginning with the idea for a mini-Web series, it was
known that for the pilot to succeed it would have to attract the
attention of youth but more importantly it would have to maintain
that interest over an extended period of time for community
survival. While attention was given to making the activities as youth
oriented and trendy as possible (e.g. the Flash Mob for the Future as
being the kick-off event) the time intervals between the activity
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start and end dates were spaced out so that there would nearly
always be either something for members to begin or submit. This
would keep the activity level within the web space active at all
times, either after an activity with new pictures, artwork or videos
to see along with the sharing of experiences from the event. Prior to
an event, online activity would be in the form of a sharing of
information of the event and mutually generating hype.
Knowing that the time for a community member to hear back on a
post was important otherwise an appearance that it was not being
monitored in any form was considered. To address this key part of
the strategy it was determined that posts would be responded to
promptly, an element only made explicit through the activity
guidelines. Furthermore, these responses could not take on the
appearance of a cookie-cutter style and would need to be done in as
personalized a fashion as possible to establish a one-on-one style of
communication with individual members affording a mutual feeling
of position within rather than a hierarchical top-down approach to
the community. A similar approach was planned for updating of the
community. If it at anytime appeared stale those who were drawn to
the site would take the pilot as over or not given much attention.
Updating of posts on a regular basis with fresh information or
announcements was considered a top priority. It was known that if
29
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for instance the last post either in the form of an update or comment
occurred a week or more old, it would take away from the fact that
the community was indeed active in any viable stretch of the term
active. All too often people are directed to find information or
discuss certain topics to a site, web space or similar, where the
answers take a considerable amount of time to respond to or upon
visiting, the space resembles more of a ghost town than a vibrant
budding community establishing itself.
Once the community had been established the next step was to
mobilize them to assist in spreading the news and to take part in the
various official iMDG activities. Community members would be
called upon to spread the message of its creation and to take part in
each of the five activities which was to be done through the web
space itself and through Facebook along with at the beginning
established email networks. Separate Facebook, YouTube, Twitter,
and Flickr accounts were to be created devoted sole to the pilot
along with email accounts with Gmail and Yahoo. These were
deemed necessary as the content which was to be generated
differed significantly with existing UNMC content already found on
the above sites. Selection of the above grouping of sites was virtually
a given, with the exception of Facebook discussed shortly, no
suitable alternative of note for the sharing of videos, photos and
30
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quick updates is currently available. These sites were given sole
ownership for storing the content of the community. However, the
idea was that it would be done first through the web space and
automatically uploaded into the corresponding new media platform,
so as to make iMDG the main venue for sharing and discussion. Kept
in mind was the fact that these subsequent sites offer a similar
function but with lesser attention paid to discussion. This reflected
the importance given within the strategy to have a central area of
communication rather than it being dispersed among various iMDG
linked new media sites.
On the necessity of retaining members once they were attracted,
engaged with and mobilized, the core to this strategy was to make
possible a small achievable goal, which although small in number
the community could consider having put under the collective iMDG
belt. The petition comprised of the multimedia from each of the
activities along with traditional text filled this role. While retaining
interest and activity prior to its completion was done through
personalized discussions with key community members, retaining
them past the pilot phase was to rest largely upon it being a success.
In doing so, the community’s value and effectiveness would be
validated. Within the strategy for retaining members but
furthermore retaining interest and motivation, involvement of
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fellows from the Asian Young Leaders in Governance programme
were to be called upon. Done in a bid to show support from the top
down to those participating in the community, it was an element
initially seen as vital so that it could be known that their efforts
were being recognized and that it was not happening in a vacuum of
anonymity. Through inspiring the youth in their countries,
motivation would be given as the fellows participated in activities of
their choosing, or by posting a comment to a discussion or as stand
alone.
A large budget was not needed given the strategy and in fact if
piloted correctly, would show value with a comparatively small
amount of resources. A crucial element to keeping the costs down
was the strong emphasis placed on utilizing existing networks,
spreading of information predominately through online methods of
communication, and offering a decreasing rate of cost of
implementation for additional future countries. Once major
components had been completed (e.g. web space, advocacy material,
activity guidelines) the implementation cost for each additional
country to those originally selected was thought to be possible at a
substantially reduced cost. Since once the community was up and
running, the addition of organizations wanting to link up were to be
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made at virtually the cost only tied with resources attached to time
from the end of UNMC.
Playing the vital role of feet on the ground would be designated
Implementing Partners (IPs) which would be linked with in order to
establish an initial core group of partners and provide the
contextual knowledge of the youth experience in each of the
selected

countries.

Tasked

with

organizing

and

spreading

information on pilot activities, along with contributing the initial
base of online activity and members, IPs with their established
networks and existing planned activities were to be piggy backed
upon and strongly synergised with as a necessity for effectiveness
and to decrease the total costs needed.
KEY DECISIONS
Six initial key decisions shaped the strategy, how it looked during
implementation, and directly influenced the end results of the pilot
even during adjustments and refinements as the implementation
went underway. Those key decisions were:
 Small Core Group
 Targeting Large Urbanized Centres
 Replicability (Cookie Cutter)
 Initial use of emails
33
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 Using Web 2.0 top four (Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, Flickr)
 Small focused budget
Going with an initial small group of partners and members and then
expanding upon them was a necessity which came with certain
drawbacks and benefits. Not only would the demographic which
would be targeted represent a small segment of the population but
of crucial importance was the manageability of the initial group.
Concerning the latter it was the correct decision to make as an early
over emphasis on finding as many group members, rather than a
core group, would have decreased the following necessary
dynamics. 1) Bonding with each of the IPs would not have been as
personal and a general lack of indifference might have resulted,
lowering the ability to request certain tasks or push for a stronger
effort. 2) A unified theme would have been far more difficult to
maintain as each organization adapted their ideas of what would be
achieved. 3) Monitoring of progress and involvement would have
been diffused and take up increasing amounts of time needed for
other purposes.
Similarly with the initial targeting of a few organizations to take a
lead role, focusing on major metropolitan areas such as New Delhi,
Manila, and Jakarta was a decision with no alternative. Given the
existing situation regarding not the use of the internet specifically
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but rather the use of Web 2.0, which is heavily dependent on a
certain amount of free-time, targeting large urban centres was a
necessity. While plans to expand wherever possible into more rural
areas remained on the table throughout, the pilot simply could not
initially be rolled out in such areas, as initially envisioned. With for
example India, there is a national internet penetration level at 7%
and of that number, an estimated 81,000,000, only 15% are
connected by high-speed broadband. This translates into only a
fraction of a fraction of the entire population in India having access
to a speed of internet thought to be necessary for use of Web 2.0
technology as it is done so in developed countries.
A decision to make the basic shape of implementation in each
participating country similar was central in the strategy. By taking
this decision of unified and identical activities, what was to happen
in India could then be shared and contrasted with what was
happening in the Philippines. This not only decreased the variables
and allowed for certain components to be utilized multiple times,
but more importantly it increased a community and unified feel as
members regardless of nationality went on the same journey. While
the decision was done to create a unified feel among members, it
also meant that each of the implementations would share common
characteristics and thus allow the IPs to share their stories with one
35
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another on how best to implement. As one would take a certain
approach in a specific context despite the variances between
demographics, it was thought that enough similarities among youth
in general throughout the region would be there as cross-national
characteristics.
Essential for getting iMDG off the ground was an initial reliance on
existing, well-established and large email networks. Although the
core idea sounds contradictory to the main approach, as it was in
part to test the ability of Web 2.0 in attracting youth, it is not
entirely. Early on it became clear that some dependence on emails
would be necessary, keeping in mind that Web 2.0 is not entirely
comprised of social networking sites but rather is a shift in the
method by which the web, and information contained within is
accessed and shared. Under the term Web 2.0 for instance are
popularized sites such as YouTube, Twitter, and Flickr but
important to note features such as RSS feeds and AddThis.
Of the selected Web 2.0 tools to incorporate into the iMDG
community, while the decision was made to go with Facebook,
YouTube, Twitter, and Flickr, there was little alternative to these
widely popularized group of four. Only Orkut could have been used
in replace of Facebook as its member size in India is substantial. A
decision not to turn to Orkut however, was based upon the
36
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knowledge that its popularity was focused primarily in India while
in other prospective pilot countries it is not well known or used far
less than Facebook. Its use was therefore ruled out, prior to
agreements on synergies mentioned in the next section.
With an emphasis on widely utilized low cost avenues for
communication and information sharing, a large budget for piloting
purposes was not needed or requested. Part of the initial strategy
was to replicate to the greatest extent the success in one country
and apply it to that of another while using what had been initially
established for each country. While it was known that early
expenditures would be high, it was also known that once certain
elements (e.g. the web space itself and advocacy materials) it could
be implemented in any number of countries with resources at a
similar amount used primarily for small adaptation as needed for
contextually specific elements and for any hurdles in establishing an
iMDG partnership with a selected IP. This went along with the
overarching strategy of the pilot being a uniting force rather than
one which would enter the online scene and dominate. The latter
approach was not possible, wanted, or beneficial.
PROGRESSION, RESULTS, TIMELINE
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From January to September 2009, iMDG went through the typical
process from a concept note to project proposal to actual
implementation. In a seven month period spanning the initial
conception to its actual implementation, numerous meetings and
discussions took place during its development. Once the idea had
been passed for piloting the strategy then became to link into the
UNMC National Offices and into their ongoing work plans for 2009.
While the initial strategy was implementation in India, Indonesia,
and New Zealand (as a Goal 8 country) early discussions with focal
points from each of these countries led to several changes. The office
in New Zealand after several weeks of discussion ended up going
through what was described as turmoil and restructuring in
addition to the maternity leave of a key focal point. With a desire to
have a Goal 8 country involved initially for testing, attention was
then transferred over to Australia. UNMC Focal Point in Australia,
Starr Guzman, allowed for discussions on an iMDG implementation
to go on bilaterally with potential IPs and discussions then began in
December of 2010 with The Oak Tree Foundation. After numerous
productive discussions on the pilot and how it could implement in
Australia, including an iMDG Insider for the planned 2010
ROADTRIP, The Oak Tree decided to back out as IP on the basis of
the branding not being in their minds appealing to Australian youth
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and a feeling that a regional web space would not draw as large a
following as one individualized for each country. Citing specific
examples which backfired in the country, their advice was taken and
consideration to involve developed countries became assigned for a
Phase II.
Progress with iMDG implementation in Indonesia was put on hold
after an initial in person discussion with Youth Eradicating Hunger
Indonesia (YEH Indonesia), the Indonesian branch of YEH based out
of Japan and who UNMC work with considerably in Bangladesh.
While Indonesia was placed on hold, progress with a Philippines
implementation began and moved ahead at a considerable pace.
Having access to a youth population known to be highly engaged in
advocacy and a coming presidential election on May 10, 2010, the
iMDG partnership with YouthVotePhilippines (YouthVote) started
off extremely well and was carried through to the end of Phase I. In
the period of one month during December of 2009 YouthVote were
able to come on board and become a major factor in its early success
in 2010 immediately after launch.
Of the countries which ultimately piloted iMDG, India was by and far
the most supportive from the beginning through initial discussion
with Swechha and Jamghat. Considerable amount of time was
allowed for development of a working relationship. Discussions
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began early with focal points from Swechha and Jamghat for
implementation during the second half of August 2010. Confusion
though lasted for a time on whether it would be with Swechha or
Connecting Youth Organizations Nationwide (CYON) essentially a
platform which was not maintained and had the intended use found
within its title.
After the above discussions all of which concluded early January,
individualized country implementation plans had been reached with
a general overlapping between India and the Philippines although
taking on a unique feel in each of the two countries.
From the above description of the progress of which the pilot
implementation strategy took form, it is clear that a method by
which country selection could be fixed, would have been highly
beneficial. Considerable amount of time is needed to share with an
IP enough information for discussions to begin. Once they have
started conceptualizing the partnership, how it would synergise,
alterations which would be needed, and similarly sharing of
documents for discussion, an IP back out is devastating as the above
understandably takes large swaths of time. Time therefore, needed
to devote to establishing a crystal clear understanding of what was
expected and the idea of iMDG in its entirety was severely cut back
upon in several cases.
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Prior

to

discussions

with

IPs

costs

associated

with

the

implementation in each country were standardized and based upon
a reasonable assessment. This assessment was based upon the
scope of the pilot, the aim of utilizing existing networks and Web 2.0
technology, the latter two at virtually zero cost. While small
adjustments were necessary during implementation greater
attention should have been given to cost assessments of involved
materials and standard salaries in each pilot country. Given the
short time frame allotted for a strategy with accompanying costs, a
reserve budget should have been assigned within the overall budget
to cover unforeseen costs as they arose.
From the beginning of January of 2009 to the beginning of January
2010 the iMDG strategy was conceptualized. In August of 2009 it
became contextualized with discussions among various IPs and
finally implemented in 2010. With a standard strategy for both India
and the Philippines it took on specific components for each country
as necessary and refined further during implementation itself.
As a pilot, iMDG never reached the planned scope of possible Spread
and failed in this regard due to lack of strategic focus in this area.
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3.
Space on the Shifting Web
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A world community can only exist with world communication, which means something more
than extensive software facilities scattered about the globe. It means common
understanding, a common tradition, common idea’s and common ideals.
Robert M. Hutchins
A community is like a ship; everyone ought to be prepared to take the helm.
Henrik Ibsen

For those looking to build an online community such as iMDG, there
is fortunately enough literature available to read prior to actual
implementing such a feat as growth in their usage continually
increases, spurred on by the massive rise in social networking sites
such as Facebook, MySpace, and more recently highly customizable
social networks such as Ning. While such communities existed
earlier, in large part as discussion boards, their access and appeal as
methods for such communication between friends and colleagues,
who either work on similar topics or share common interests,
increased with the advent of Web 2.0 technology, opening up multifaceted user interfaces allowing for more freedom for the user on
what to share and how.
To think of when building a community, one which is sustainable
and with a loyal online community, the following questions should
be answered:
 why are you starting a community
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 what are your goals
 who are you targeting
 what can you offer
 what will attract them initially
 what will keep them coming back and make it a community
In preparation for iMDG, considerable amount of time was given to
making sure that the web space was designed with the latest
knowledge. Of importance was understanding what makes such a
space desirable for visitors along with giving particular attention to
making it easily navigable such that various available features
become utilized.viii
Of the three essential characteristics of a web space the ability of the
user to easily navigate throughout is crucial. A tendency of the past
to overload the visitor with information continues to be a common
problem. General understanding now is that such a characteristic,
often associated with poor editorial choices in wanting to announce
as many, rather than the best bits of news is unwise. Thus, visitors
are not inundated with far too much information hindering their
ability to find what they originally came to the space to find.
There are additional ways to overcome such overload problems
beyond editorial choices and it relates directly to how the space is
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designed, structured, and facilitated. A well constructed indexed
space, along with tough editorial decisions, and having all the
information contained only a few clicks deep, can contribute
considerably to overcoming information overload.
Rather than a long winded mission statement or profile of the
mandate, a simple user-focused phrase is preferable.
Navigational flow must be obvious and logical so that the visitors’
degree of computer literacy is kept in mind. If the user can nearly
predict where to find answers to questions or to share information,
it increases the usability of the space.
Features which are not ground breaking but also found throughout
the web allow for novice users to take full advantage of features
made available. This decreases the number of people which would
be turned off of the space, thus providing an inclusive, rather than a
technocratically exclusive group of experts.
ONLINE SYNERGIES
Although the pilot maintained the core group of Facebook, Youtube,
Twitter and Flickr as those which would be used, how they were to
link with existing fan pages, YouTube channels and the like was not
resolved until after the first Project Management Team conference
call in early October. Discussed and agreed upon was the idea to
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synergise with pre-existing UNMC pages. In a synergy paper,
arguments for the need to have separate channels was put forth a
noted the stark difference between the content planned to be
generated through iMDG as contrasted to normal UNMC content.
Discussions led to the idea that to the extent possible, rather than
creating additional presence on the net, UNMC would begin to
centralize its web presence such that more control could be assured
over content and unified messaging. Given the sheer number of
Facebook pages that existed on UNMC and Stand Up Take Action
(SUTA) in large part comprised of individual sites for each country
involved, a process would begin by which all would be slowly taken
down and merged under the control of the global office.
Initially the position was that iMDG would link to pilot specific
pages, and channels. However after early discussions it was
discarded for a unified approach that was to include iMDG
subcategories under existing pages. Discussions persisted from the
end of September until the final decision made in mid-December
that while Facebook would be a shared page, given a commonality
among messages which could be sent, YouTube, Flickr, and Twitter
would be pilot specific as content would be drastically different
from other UNMC content.
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Synergising with existing pages proved to be exceptionally difficult.
Confusion through discussions between multiple parties seemed
insurmountable. This difficulty was associated with an initial lack of
consensus on a best-approach as it related to whether media would
upload first to YouTube and Flickr then linked to iMDG or whether it
would be uploaded through the community web space. Agreement
was reached in the end on the issue of uploading which matched the
envisioned method of members uploading into the community and
simultaneously uploading into the correct page and category with
Flickr only.
A particular problem was found with the iMDG synergy to that of the
UNMC Global Facebook page. Entirely too much time was taken in
sending out the messages that were necessary to those interested in
the community, typically basic messages sent regarding the various
activities associated with the implementation. It was thought that
messages would be sent out nearly immediately and during the
initial launch stage of the pilot that was the case. However, when
needed for the spreading of iMDG news relating to activities after
the Flash Mob for the Future, a considerable amount of time passed
when information on why the message would not be sent out
occurred. It became in the end a laborious procedure to send out a
message for a highly time sensitive activity and in hindsight, it
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would have been preferable if the pilot had as its own a Facebook
page.
Given Twitters dramatic rise in use during 2007 it was included into
the initial grouping of Web 2.0 technologies which would be used.
How that would then be done within the community was never fully
thought out as the type of communication necessary within the
community and among members would not be needed at the
frequency of which Twitter is of value for and which has as its
primary use. Other factors include its dramatic drop in popularity
among youth and the fact that the vast majority of tweets are useless
for meaningful communication and are seldom responded to by the
reader.
The idea of synergising the existing web presence of UNMC with
iMDG essentially flopped.
BRANDING AND WEB DESIGN
Immediately upon the project commence date search began for a
suitable web design firm which could create a brand for iMDG, web
space, and logo. Primarily focusing in Thailand, several potential
firms were contacted in August and a request for bid was sent with
replies coming in at the end of the month. Complete Solutions Ltd
(CS), C2P Print & Design Pty Ltd, and Glypt Company Ltd each came
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back with unique bids offering their conceptualizations for the pilot.
For overall delivery of what had been requested, CS offered the best
bid. Each bid took into consideration the information mentioned
earlier regarding online communities and specific pilot objectives
outlined for each in the bid request. Once CS had been selected work
began on refining their initial concept designs in collaboration.
Following discussions with One World South Asia (OWSA) on
necessary branding restrictions, CS went through a revision process
which aligned their bid with the colour and font scheme already in
existence. These aspects were the only limiting factors and was said
to remain constant. A second set of designs followed in the end of
September largely comprised of a reworking of the logo which was
determined to be confusing as the initial character which went with
it did not properly represent the “i” that was in the project title.
Upon revisions the logo took on its current appearance with the
UNMC globe graphic and clasped hands in a heart shape
encompassing it. Limited revisions were made to the design of the
web space as well. When making revisions the thinking was not to
offer as many features as possible. Rather it was limited to those
that were necessary and most commonly used. Navigational
architecture offering an ease of use was of primary importance.
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Branding in terms of Australian youth appeal was done poorly as the
colour scheme was bland and unappealing. Furthermore, the use of i
in the title receives a youth backlash due to its overuse and a view of
it as an out-of-touch corporate gimmick to reach to a tech-savvy
youth. As Nick Allardice, General Manager from The Oak Tree
Foundation stated, they are in fact “worthy of derision”. A then
recent example which was mentioned was that of a popular food
spread called iSnack 2.0 which was met with scorn. Unknown was
whether, given the opinion coming out of Australia, would New
Zealand, Japan, and Korea share such a view when watching similar
commercials. Discussions could have included representatives from
the Japanese and Korean youth although time did not permit such
inclusion on a decision such as that part of the logo.
Prior and during discussions pertaining to the web design and
branding, discussions on the actual programming of the web space
took place. Director Naimur Rahman of One World South Asia
recommended that the OWSA tech team handle the actual coding
and testing with the architecture from CS transferred to them and
deployed per their design. This allowed for an increased linkage
between the web space and the UNMC AP site in addition to
ensuring that all online maintenance would be done by a single
company and could fall under the same contract. Initial timeline for
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completion was set for the beginning of November. Several
difficulties persisted with CS regarding their ability to communicate
effectively with OWSA, to pass on the architecture and then follow
up with them during the beta testing. Beta testing then largely fell
onto UNMC during the month of November. Launch of the web space
was delayed for nearly a month and a half as beta testing continued.
Transfer of the site architecture and major beta testing was
completed by December, although other components of iMDG which
were needed for launch became behind. Launch was then delayed
from mid-December to January 1, 2010 largely so that other
components which needed to coincide with the launch would be
ready which had to be put aside during beta testing. The January 1,
2010 launch date worked incredibly well for posterity and
symbolically.
Numerous aspects of the architecture transfer and beta testing were
handled incorrectly. Too much time was permitted to pass before a
follow-up with the programming team at OWSA and CS was done to
see if directions earlier provided had been undertaken. Due to a lack
of clarity between the web design team and the programmers on
how to transfer the architecture and by when, it had not been done
when contacted. While efforts to then begin the process started
immediately, it delayed the launch. A similar instance occurred
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during beta testing. Effort which was to be used for discussions and
coordination with IPs ended up going to beta testing rather than
having the task delegated to CS as planned.
Branding of the iMDG offline component which included a poster,
brochure, flyer with removable tags, and small posters for each
individual activity where drafted up in September and went through
a process of review lasting several months. In the end it was
finalised in house after several edits. During implementation in
India the materials were translated into Hindi while in the
Philippines they remained in English.
KEY DECISIONS
During the design stage decisions were made based upon available
information on what is necessary for an effective community to
establish itself, and also on the latest in web design standards. Key
decisions included:
 Awarding CS the branding and design bid
 Choice of logo
 Going to OWSA for programming, maintenance, and hosting of
web space
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The decision to go with CS was based upon a comprehensive review
of the submitted bids. CS managed to meet expectations on most
areas needed although fell far short with beta testing. Expectations
from their end on this aspect were clearly not understood. CS did
provide several reviews as the programming got underway, largely
feedback came in the form of a general approval as OWSA having
closely replicated the design. Actual beta testing however was done
on whole by OWSA and by UNMC Regional Office. Although beta
testing was formally completed by the launch date it continued in a
far reduced manner throughout the implementation as feedback
was sent in for refinement while various features which were
needed but not initially planned for were incorporated. Of note was
the inclusion of the AddThis feature, allowing for community
members to instantly share via a large selection of methods,
information contained in the community with those linked with in
sites such as Facebook, MySpace, and Twitter. Through close
attention to beta testing and a matching up of work done by CS, the
web space at this point not only appears as close as possible to the
design, but also regarding the navigational flow, a near identical
match.
Through a series of approvals the final decision was made to have
the logo of iMDG that of the hands clasped around the globe in a
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heart shape. Basing this decision largely on the image of a heart
being there, and that the clasping of hands in such a pose is
popularly done by youth in photos. This key decision has never
received a negative comment.
Having the programming done by OWSA was the best decision for
the following number of reasons. As OWSA already managed the
UNMC AP site they were logically the go to organization as a
continuation of their work with UNMC. Because of their history they
come with a strong familiarity of the contextual knowledge in the
region, a vast email network, and would be easy to access if
adjustments needed to be made. Had they not programmed the web
space, an adjustment made after a six month period, or a large
overhaul of the existing UNMC site, which was at the time being
planned, would require considerable time investments. An
uncertainty of CS being in business in the long term was also
apparent during early discussions. Building of a good relationship
between iMDG and OWSA began with work on the web space and
carried through to ease of publication within MDG Watch on related
iMDG articles, and use of their existing and large email network
access to their South Asia Network targeting the 15 – 35
demographic. Given the age demographic covered, this has shown to
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be of tremendous use in the sharing of information on the pilot and
official iMDG activities.
PROGRESS, RESULTS, TIMELINE
Branding and web space design occurred at a rapid rate of
progression. As a keystone for iMDG, the large, and necessary time
needed to ensure proper selection and careful monitoring of work
was devoted such that the clearly outlined needs would be done to a
high standard. Within the first month, selection of CS had been
thoroughly agreed upon and by the end of September branding and
design of iMDG was delivered. Progress on consolidating the web
spaces actual launch date essentially went into stand still for a
prolonged period while architecture was transferred, programming
commenced, and beta testing was conducted. This time investment
was in the end necessary although threw a substantial number of
other elements in the implementation into chaos.
Although OWSA turned out as beneficial for each of the reasons
mentioned earlier, it was not entirely clear from the start.
Difficulties persisted with a lack of understanding on the length of
time necessary for programming the web space given early
discussions with OWSA and with CS. Frustration was caused by a
large inconsistency on the length of time needed to make what were
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considered to be small beta testing changes. Not only was the
inconsistency a major factor in frustration but at times an
impression of indifference towards the pilot were difficult to
overcome and the relation was severely strained at times for
reasons not communicated. Although beta testing occurred from
both ends, how the web space could improve was done largely from
the side of UNMC. While this was in the end acceptable, preference
would have been to have OWSA take on a larger interest in their
UNMC contract.
An issue over their contract with UNMC came up after the web space
was deemed complete and was of particular concern as it directly
affected the budget and took from it a comparably large sum. With
no initial discussions relating to an agreed upon amount for the task,
the concern was simply with the fact that an amount was not
discussed as OWSA had an existing contract with the UNMC and the
task of iMDG could easily be said to fall under it. As the time
involved for programming dragged on and given various
inconsistencies, the invoice for the programming of iMDG by OWSA
was a shock.
Progression of the web design and branding along with
programming although taking a longer time than planned ended
well with launch on January 1, 2010.
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4.
Putting the Wheels into Motion
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A good idea is about ten percent and implementation and hard work, and luck is 90 percent.
Guy Kawasaki
In the confrontation between the stream and the rock, the stream always wins – not through strength
but by perseverance.
H. Jackson Brown

With launch of the web space on January 1, 2010 implementation
also began on that date in the Philippines and India. Earlier,
implementation was to be done with the aim of the pilot taking up
various individual responsibilities but delivering as aligned with
UNMC Regional Work Plan as integrated with National Office
initiatives where overlaps or parallels existed. Such integration was
thought to serve and benefit both National Offices and the Regional
Office. Outcomes which were initially looked at for integration
included those from India and Australia as suggested to be the first
two countries for implementation.
Search for an appropriate IP for each of the initially targeted
countries began after communication with National Offices starting
in August during which information on the pilot and its objective
along with how it would be implemented through the Regional
Office was shared. Each of the Implementing Partners included as a
prerequisite between 3 – 5 years of experience with youth activism
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in large metropolitan areas and in thematic areas pertaining to
MDGs. While it was thought best to have the themes match
specifically with those in the project, it was not seen as entirely
necessary as IPs could be used sole for their existing networks and
knowledge of youth in the country to pilot the project successfully. A
particular criterion for an ideal IP was deemed to be that it works
with the most vulnerable segments of society as such involvement is
a priority area for UNMC. Along with existing networks, a necessary
component was that they exerted considerable influence within
those networks. Lastly, those best suited were able to devote
considerable amount of employee time to the pilot and had access to
media outlets including print media.
India
Selection in India for the IP was based upon discussions with
National Campaign and Advocacy Specialist, Mandira Moddie and
Campaign and Communications Analyst, Lopa Ghosh who offered
several possibilities. Of those suggested Swechha with their hosting
of CYON was deemed to be the best of the group.
Based in New Delhi and Directed by Vimlendu Jha, Swechha has an
existing network of forty-eight partners, five Universities, sixty
three schools, 23,157 volunteers, and involved with three themes.
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Under twenty seven programs involving six governments and
issuing four hundred and sixty media reports. Their mission is to
provide youth support, guidance and a platform, through which they
can realize their individual potential of being socially and
environmentally responsible individuals. Their belief is that those
who precipitate positive social change must emerge from within the
very society that is to be changed.
A second involved youth NGO was Jamghat. Comprised of young
adult professionals including Programme Coordinator Priyanka,
Jamghat established itself in 2003 and aims to rehabilitate children
living and working on the streets in Delhi. They provide a healthy
residential programme to children who otherwise do not have the
luxury of a safe home or family. By encouraging and supporting
reconciliation with families to the extent possible, street children
are reintroduced to society so that social issues concerning extreme
poverty can be addressed. Jamghat build up the confidence and
capacity of street children staff in understanding issues concerning
street children so that they can be addressed. Their core mission is
to provide a nurturing environment which builds self confidence for
the street children under their care, so that they can grow as
physically and emotionally healthy, self-dependant individuals,
living a life of their choice. Through street and stage theatre as the
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medium, awareness is built in the communities they visit on key
social issues relating to children, particularly those living on the
street.
Wada Na Todo Abhiyan works very closely with UNMC in India, in
particular with SUTA. Although they have tremendous experience
in advocating for the achievement of MDGs and strong presence in
their network covering many MDG issues, it was the determination
that the amount of time they would devote to this pilot would be
minimal that played a major factor. In the end it was thought a
lesser known IP would be preferable so as to share and branch out
the interaction of UNMC with grassroots organizations and thus
build up the network and increase relations in India.
Based in Patna India, the Hunger Free Bihar Campaign was
communicated with as their work closely with the poor,
marginalized, and vulnerable sectors of society facing food
insecurities is great. Focusing on an approach to overcoming
injustice, inequality, and discrimination and by working with victims
of all kinds including sufferers of critical disease, accidents and
natural calamities, they aim for a society where every person can
exercise their right to a life of dignity. Given the nature of the pilot
however, they were by and far not a suitable IP.
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From the above organizations which were looked at Swechha was
awarded the contract based on their locality, influence within their
network, and clear demonstration of a desire to head towards IT
through CYON.
Philippines
Search for a suitable candidate in the Philippines was done by
means of circulating an invitation calling on possible IPs to contact
UNMC. Those who responded included, YouthVote and Youth
Advocates for the UN. Following discussions with National MDG
Campaign and Advocacy Specialist, Dulce Saret, it was suggested
that YouthVote be contracted as the IP as Youth Advocates were
determined to lack professionalism and a general overall lack of
capacity to fulfill the required duties and responsibilities.
YouthVote has taken upon itself a large undertaking with a
proposed seven year project comprised of a five year component of
monitoring, reporting. Their project includes the creation of an
information foundation on candidates’ positions and actions relating
to MDG themes prior to the May 10, 2010 elections, which they
would then be held accountable for during their tenure as President.
With an existing network comprised of fifteen youth groups, and ten
institutional partners, YouthVote was clearly positioned well to
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implement the pilot in the Philippines, in particular based upon
YouthVote Director Jaime Garchitorena’s strong knowledge and
expertise in the area of IT.
Founded in 2007 the Youth Advocates for the United Nations
conducts MDG Summits and various activities which at times
involve their personal finances due to a lack of corporate or similar
sources of funding. With a small staff and the above noted funding
limitations, along with a general consensus with Dulce’s comments
on the professionalism mentioned above, they were considered
unsuitable.
Given the stark difference between YouthVote and Youth Advocates
for the UN, the final decision was to award the contract to YouthVote
after a one-on-one interview with Jaime and after several clear
discussions on duties and responsibilities. It was made very clear
that they would easily be able to handle the task of the
implementation in the Philippines.
Indonesia
Method for Indonesian IP selection was done similarly to that of the
Philippines selection. Several interested organizations responded
including Youth Eradicating Hunger (YEH) Indonesia, Center for
Community Development and Education (CCDE), the Indonesian
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Forum for Budget Transparency Riau (FITRA), OneEleven, and
Green Community.
YEH Indonesian is part of a global network based in Japan, with
experience in community based programmes. Beginning in 1994
through a community based project in income generating, they have
considerable experience with mobilizing youth on food and
development issues in their networks and activities.
CCDE established itself on November 30, 1993. With the
organizations attention on women’s empowerment, they were
contacted

for

consideration

although

after

an

Indonesian

implementation was put on hold and then discussions beginning
again only in 2010, they were in the end not selected based upon the
recommendation of Green Community from the National Office.
Green Community Directed by Apep Fajar Kurniawan is a youth
and environment community and part of the Center for Youth
Development and Empowerment (CYODE). As a non-profit and noncommercial institution it was established as a response to the global
social phenomenon on youth. Located in West Java, having the
biggest provincial youth population in Indonesia, the program
considers parliament members based on election region and targets
ten to fifteen locations with the established program. Technical
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readiness regarding human resources and funding are taken into
special consideration. Various forms of activity are considered
including learning activities, discussion, and school palaver, most
importantly, that of the mutual participation between people
representatives and the students.
Other IPs looked at included FITRA, and the advertising company
OneEleven. All of the above were considered unsuitable candidates.
ASSESSMENT
With the rollout in Bandung, West Java, it allowed for iMDG to be
implemented in a region with a high youth population and by an
organization whose ongoing work closely matched several
underlying objectives of the pilot by connecting politicians to youth.
While all the necessary information was given to Green Community,
along with contractual understandings and funding they missed a
key element of the implementation which consisted of the
continuous feedback into the online community.
The end approach taken was decided upon in many ways
unilaterally and while resulting well for those in Bandung, it was not
known until after all related responsibilities had been completed to
relay how project implementation was going. Communication
problems existed with direct communication to the youth
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organization relating to language differences and time constraints
regarding priority levels of iMDG to that of other ongoing projects in
their portfolio.
After receiving in June 2010 a DVD with hours of footage, pictures
taken of involved politicians and various schools involved, the
decision to go with Green Community was seen as acceptable with a
noticeable weak spot so far as online presence within the
community space is concerned. It is noticeable absent and whether
this was due to local capacities pertaining to skills or infrastructure
it was never made clear and at this point in time is moot.
Australia
While discussions never fully developed with UNMC focal point in
Australia, Starr Guzman, The Oak Tree Foundation was recommend
based upon their large amount of experience with the SUTA days.
Comprised of a group of youth who are working together to end
global poverty, they do so through advocating on aid, development
and justice. They are fortunate not to be constrained in any way
with cynicism, expectations or societal restrictions which would, as
they write, “limit [their] ability to achieve real change”. By
embracing idealism and passion, The Oak Tree Foundation help
young people harness those values by providing the training,
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education and opportunities which are needed to end global
poverty, once and for all. In Australia specifically, they mobilize
youth volunteers.
By mid-February an IP could not be found after The Oak Tree
Foundation pulled away. Australia was then not included in iMDG as
time needed to find an alternative could not be given.
New Zealand
Early discussions began with the Council for International
Development (CID) in New Zealand whose work goes towards
achieving

effective

high

quality

international

development

programmes with a focus on eradicating extreme poverty. Shortly
after discussion began, they broke down due to an unexpected
funding shortage which caused turmoil in their offices as they fought
for financial survival. New Zealand was subsequently dropped as a
pilot country.
PROGRESS, RESULTS AND TIMELINE
India
In India, young journalists were to be sensitized towards MDG
issues. Orienting the journalism students on issues related with
MDGs and social exclusion was a planned activity and as India is
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slow to progress regarding women in tertiary education, this was to
be a crucial link up. As there was a targeted engagement with the
women journalists it was seen as a crucial link. A Young Journalist
Forum which could raise awareness on the subject and provide
information on MDGs was thought able to be done by the pilot web
space, and as a first step. Engaging with women journalists and
encouraging them to write on gender in India, or to simply read the
articles, was important as it was thought those taking part would
also do so in each of the official pilot events. The aim was to increase
the ratio of men to women in the community and bring educated
women on board. It was thought that given the nature of journalists
as being outspoken, inquisitive and media savvy, along with the
ability to communicate effectively, they would be a tremendous
benefit, even if only with limited participation. They would also have
numerous contacts in the profession and could be leveraged to
spread advocacy messages.
This level of integration though was early on determined to be
unfeasible.
Alternatively, the idea then became integration focusing upon the
plans of the IP and leveraging their networks so that other
organizations could become involved and Spread of the pilot could
occur. Swechha who hosted a network called CYON linked with
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twenty organizations covering each of the MDGs either in whole or
in part, were therefore an ideal IP. As few activities by Swechha
were said to be coming up, implementation then would be done as
stand alone with integration of other organizations done during the
attract stage of the strategy. Although Swechha hosted a network
called CYON linked with twenty organizations covering each of the
MDGs either in whole or in part, member organizations were not
brought on board.
Difficulty began early with fixing a set time for the Flash Mob for the
Future, the kick-off event in each country. Initially the venue was to
be at the Vardhman Mahavir Medical College and Safdarjung
Hospital although in the end it was held at the Jia Sarai DDA Sports
Complex and the Indian Institute of Technology. Other possible
venues included India Habitat Center, Lodhi Garden, and Dilli Haat.
Receiving permission for use of several of them proved difficult
while for others not necessary. During initial discussions Jamghat
was to be involved as the organization which would put on the
performance during the event. In the middle of a circle, comprised of
community members, Jamghat performed a dance which highlighted
the

problem

surrounding

the

current

state

of

Gender

Empowerment, Child Mortality, and Maternal Health. After the
performance, those in attendance would then cast a mock ballot
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making the statement that the youth have seen the problem and will
act upon it.
Online support to the community did not entirely take off at first
although managed to pick-up after several months by individuals
rather than the IPs or supporting organizations. Of great importance
not only for the subject matter but because it very early on
generated activity in the web space, was the Mera India Bridge the
Gap e-discussion, entitled Getting Back on Track. This one month
discussion was lead and supported by two of the top three finalists
in a literary competition, Nupur and Pani. After one month it was
thought that the way forward, a small step that could make a
difference, would be an expansion of the existing mobile van
services

that

would

be

supported

through

Public-Private

Partnerships as a source for the much needed funding.
Activities that followed were sole done by Swechha through their
network with schools in the city. Initial numbers of entries were not
as large as expected and a push for further entries was made which
then went to the National Office for assistance in utilizing their
networks while the due date was pushed back to April 16. With a
shift of focus though made to ensure a high-quality Handing over
Ceremony, further entries were not forthcoming and the issue was
not followed-up upon.
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Swechha managed to collect photos which represented the common
plight in slum clusters and resettlement colonies in India. Showing
that most young girls from working class families have to look after
their younger siblings while their mothers are away working to
supplement the family income, they captured very well the theme in
India. Through the Artwork for MDGs although implemented
similarly to the Pictures for Politicians, very different results came
out. The submissions were all that of very positive drawings and
mosaics. Numbers of submissions however, was far fewer than
expected.
Very high-quality selection of the latest videos from youth
organizations advocating for MDGs, were submitted. Of those under
the MDG of Extreme Poverty the films “Children of the Night” and
“Until Kids” were sent in, while under Environmental Sustainability,
films titled “Ground Water Up”, “Monsoon Wooding”, “The Green
Billion”, and “Toxic Gods”. Together they represented the latest
advocacy videos and from those within Swechha’s network.
With the culmination of Phase I activities being the Handing over
Ceremony, Swechha provided for a tremendously well implemented
event at the Sanskriti School in New Delhi on April 21, 2010.
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The Handing over Ceremony of the iMDG Campaign was
conceptualized as an event which would mark the passing of the
iMDG campaigns efforts to a representative of the Indian
Government. The event would encompass the entries from the
various activities that participants have been taking part in during
the previous four months. Several other schools attended the event,
along with a few NGOs and campaigns from different parts of India.
Mr. Kalikesh Narayan Singh Deo, Member of Parliament from
Bolangir Orissa was the Chief Guest for the event. The ceremony
began with students of schools present reading out an appeal to the
politician present to carry forward work on the MDGs using the
states resources and Welfare Measures. Mr. Deo addressed the
audience after the formal handing over; lauding the efforts put in by
the hundreds of participating volunteers and the civil society
organisations. He also mentioned that the government and its
representatives have been and will continue to focus on achieving
the eight MDGs.
The event was attended by more than four hundred people
including students from schools, members of the Bhopal Campaign,
children and volunteers from Jamghat along with a few volunteers
from Delhi’s colleges. Despite an extremely busy schedule and an
ongoing Parliament Session, Mr. Kalikesh Narayan Singh Deo
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attended the event and encouraged the efforts of the iMDG
Campaign and the students present. The concert which also took
place went exceptionally well and scores of students from Delhi’s
school signed up as volunteers for future events held by Swechha.
ASSESSMENT
Looking at the implementation as a whole, greater effort should
have been given to align the theme of Gender Empowerment,
Maternal Health, and Child Mortality with that of the IP such that
stronger integration could have occurred leading to a far more
effective implementation. Differing areas of focus from the iMDG
India theme to that of Swechha’s Environmental theme contributed
significantly to the resulting number of submissions. While the IP
was capable of implementing the pilot, had a matching theme
existed it would have established a strong sense of partnership
rather than mere implementer.
Involvement of Jamghat was the right decision due to their work
with vulnerable street youth, although participation became limited
and to an extent could be described as at a distance. A stronger
attention should have been paid with Jamghat to communicate the
message to them that their involvement although not the IP, was
considered to last beyond the Flash Mob for the Future. Their
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involvement was important for sharing of firsthand experience on
social issues in New Delhi, and vital not only for showing an
inclusive environment within the community but for the youth who
Jamghat work with on improving their capacities to re-enter society.
Experience on computers it was felt, would significantly help their
youth to re-emerge in society with confidence.
Inclusion of Jamghat after the Flash Mob for the Future was
attempted through the suggestions of sharing articles from their
newsletter and the sending of pilot related information via their
network. Participation although became more aligned with
providing recent updates of their activities along with the sharing of
event dates.
A persistent problem which continued throughout the pilot was the
lack of activity within the web space on behalf of Swechha. Although
the number of activity submissions turned out to be lower than
expected, they were of exceptionally high-quality. The Handing over
Ceremony showed where Swechha had the most capacity. Going
forward it is recommended that additional time be spent in
explaining the importance of other elements in the lead up.
The Philippines
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In the Philippines integration was to be done through the National
Offices “I Vote MDG” theme by sharing of their surveys and
subsequent results, but primarily with that of the IP. During the
discussion with Jaime the possibilities for linkage were tremendous.
Of particular importance in attracting youth, their activities which
included a Voter’s Ed series, in addition to a series of Townhall
events aimed at educating youth on MDG and related issues. With a
presidential election coming up in early May, advocacy in the
country had been for many months focusing on making sure the
next President became an MDG President, including the effort of
YouthVote. This was naturally aligned with that of the National
Office. Early discussions also included the YouthVote My Streets
project which at that time was still being developed and in a sense
shopped around.
During the month of December considerable amount of time was
devoted to pulling YouthVote on board as the IP through discussions
of their proposal for integration, amount of resources needed, and
how UNMC wanted it implemented. As with the implementation in
India the theme would be an MDG which is not targeted to be met by
2015. For the Philippines it was decided to go with a focus on
Achieving Universal Primary Education.
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By January 12, 2010 YouthVote had secured a time spot starting at 6
pm onwards on January 22, at the large shopping mall complex
TriNoma Mall Activity Center in Quezon City, Manila. Several
commitments had been received from various youth organizations
stating they would send in members to participate. At that time
there was an effort to have a local newspaper handout two-hundred
copies of the local news for youth to read prior to the Flash Dance.
Flyers were also handed out that day and the performance was
photographed and videotaped for media coverage of the event. An ‘I
Vote MDG’ was then cast with the ballot “Maki-alam, Makialam!
Know more, do more! You really cannot know what a candidate
stands for if you can’t read about him/her. Support Universal
Primary Education. Support Reading, Support Informed Voting.”
Tremendous online presence within the community was established
by YouthVote who early on had their individual profile photos
uploaded and participated in numerous ways by adding content and
replying to existing posts. While no discussions occurred as
substantial as the Mera India Bridge the Gap e-discussion, one
nearly took off relating to Social Accountability. This related to
YouthVotes long term goal of holding the next President accountable
after the election.
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During the Voters Ed and Townhall meetings, YouthVote spread the
word and collected submissions for the Pictures for Politicians and
Artwork for MDGs. Numbers of the submissions were not initially as
high as expected and the theme of the submissions tended to show
the need for Environmental Sustainability rather than Universal
Primary Education.
By April 20 no fixed date was set for the Handing over Ceremony as
initial hopes to ride with the Presidential Debate did not pan out as
expected with scheduled meetings involving politicians fell through.
Plans then turned to setting meetings with the youth campaigners
and members of political parties to accept the petition on behalf of
their candidate.
Confirmation was provided by the Liberal Party to meet on April 8
at Fort Bonifacio, Taguig City. At 18:30 the iMDG petition was
handed over to Mr. Paolo Benigno “Bam” A. Aquino IV the appointed
Chairman of the National Youth Commission. In attendance during
the signing was Justine Ann Marie Castillo the lead iMDG Focal Point
with YouthVote and Maxine Tanya Hamada. Various political aides
and Flowell, iMDG Community Leader, filled the group in the small
intimate gathering.
ASSESSMENT
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Among the official pilot events the Flash Mob for the Future in the
Philippines was implemented exceptionally well. Pictures along with
videos of the event are available showing a large gathering of youth
taking part before and during the Flash Dance which was performed
by the Far Eastern University of the Philippines Dance Company. A
tremendous effort on the part of YouthVote and their network was
done for that event resulting in it being well executed.
As tied into their ongoing initiatives, the Pictures for Politicians and
the Artwork for MDGs went well although initially, as was the case
in India, the number received was low while of high quality. A
second attempt was made in April with an extended deadline and
although more was expected and made explicitly clear on several
occasions, additional entries were not forthcoming as attention was
focused from all involved on the Handing over Ceremony and
particularly the elections on May 10.
With the signing of the iMDG petition in the form of a Gold Record
the Handing over Ceremony turned out exceptionally well based on
the high level youth politician involved, Mr. Paolo Benigno “Bam” A.
Aquino IV who is closely related to that of Benigno Simeon “Noynoy”
Aquino III the elected President in 2010. Although smaller than
planned, the existing political climate at the time was such that a
large scale signing involving top politicians was not feasible. This
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was known in early April and although efforts were made,
numerous opportunities were cancelled due to reasons of time
constraints and higher profile events.
One point that came up which seemed unable to resolve was a
diffusion of theme from the initially agreed focus on Universal
Primary Education. After the Flash Mob for the Future in particular,
the theme went to Environmental Sustainability with submissions
coming in focusing on the benefits of a clean and healthy
environment.
Indonesia
Early in January discussions were again initiated with the National
Office in Indonesia after an initial round fell through. Earlier a
suitable IP could not be found when YEH Indonesia was taken off
the table in December of 2009. During the initial round, discussions
with Chairperson Suharman Noerman led to a one-on-one meeting
where discussion covered many of the key components involved in
an Indonesian implementation. After the meeting however, it was
mutually decided among staff that they would not be the IP and that
implementation would be delayed until later. Throughout January
discussions continued with the National Office and a suitable IP
alternative was found with the NO recommendation of Green
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Community. The CCDE option was therefore never taken up, despite
a clear online presence and excellent command over the English
language.
Through Green Community (Komunitas Hijau) and the Center for
Youth Development and Empowerment Indonesia, the pilot would
be implemented alongside their Parliamentarians Go To School
project. Described as an activity which sought to actively confront
parliamentarians or representatives with their constituents being
students, it was designed to allow for a mutual discussion to convey
to parliament the aspirations of youth along with socializing them to
political issues. It brought the parliamentarians close to their
constituents. In a bigger framework, the program aimed at building
accountable and transparent democratization towards good
governance based on MDGs as an open space forum for student
dialogue.
Discussions continued regarding strategy up to early April at which
point agreements were made on the Terms of Reference and
Implementation Strategy which included Actions, Objectives, and
Outputs. Several large e-mailings of project documents were passed
to Green Community for distribution, translation, and for their
reference on the project.
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Australia
With a pilot implementation in Australia an early aim was to
synergise with the goal of strengthening policy advocacy in order to
increase aid directed to improving Maternal Health, Reducing Child
Mortality, and Environmental Sustainability, particularly with
adaptation and mitigation of climate change. Mentioned early was
the benefit the pilot could bring when looking at the output of
engaging the wider public and audiences. Suggested was a strong
link of communication between India and Australia as the
implementation themes overlapped.
Discussions began in December with the Oak Tree Foundation in
Victoria, with General Manager, Nick Allardice as their focal point.
Progress was made during the month of December to contract The
Oak Tree Foundation as an IP although a few weeks prior to the
intended January launch, they backed out. Although the branding
never changed and the web space was there during discussions, in
late December it was noted it would not work for reasons tied to
branding and site design. Several suggestions mentioned during
discussions with Nick

Allardice

were

retained

for future

consideration.
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6.
A Community
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One generation plants the trees; another gets the shade.
Chinese Proverb
The life I touch for good or ill will touch another life, and that in turn another, until who knows where the
trembling stops or in what far place my touch will be felt.
Frederick Buechner

Unveiled on January 1, 2010 the UNMC online community of youth
activists provided a web space for grassroots organizations and
individual MDG advocates to share their information in one location
all pertaining to the same overarching topic. Divided by country, of
which each had a unique petition, then into events, recent updates,
information, and contact information, it provided for a generally
otherwise missing regional web space or otherwise referred to as
platform. Recent updates and events can be uploaded with ease by
any community member before then being categorized by country
and tagged with descriptive words allowing for ease of organization
among similarly themed posts. Once posted the web space
administrator would then approve the post, screening it for any
obscene content or unrelated theme. With the comments and
replies, those were screened by a retroactive process whereby
notification of such a posting was directed to the administrator who
would take down inappropriate posts.
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Initially with a number of members signed up to the UNMC Asia –
Pacific site at approximately seventy, growth in numbers remained
steady and reached a total of three-hundred and ninety-four by
April 24, 2010 only four months after launch. A similar rise occurred
with regards to online activity although more difficult to measure,
community members began after several months to jump into
threads as they became increasingly comfortable with their position
within the community.
GROWTH
Growth of the community was done at a gradual and constant rate
over the initial four month piloting period. Starting with a base of
members coming from the UNMC AP site, it grew to little under four
hundred by the end of April. Although Facebook Ads increased
significantly the number of youth attracted to the community, those
who were did not follow through and sign-up or log in and
contribute to discussions. Meant to begin in January, the use of Ads
was delayed. This turned out beneficial as had they been up earlier it
would have meant that those who did click on the link provided
would not have had access to any of the information built up and
shared early on during the first several months. Essentially they
would be walking into an empty room.
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Utilizing the Facebook Advertising feature, for the period of one
month running from early March to early April the numbers of
views and clicks which these Ads attracted was considerable.
Targeting the youth demographic in India and the Philippines, a
total of 9,990,927 views (25.5% IND, 74.5 PHL) and 4,064 clicks
(14.5% IND, 85.5% PHL) the amount of youth who became aware of
iMDG increased dramatically with the introduction of these Ads.
With peak log-in numbers happening around logical times (e.g. mass
emails on activities, times shortly after those activities, and news
releases) the final number of absolute unique visits to the site came
to 1,821. This means that while 2,691 visits took place, several
hundred were from repeat visitors. Of those visits, coming from
seventy-seven countries around the world, only twenty-nine
percent went directly to the community web space. Forty-one
percent came from a link off of another site and twenty-nine percent
searched for iMDG by use of a search engine.
Members who found the community through any number of the
above mentioned approaches contributed significantly to the
activity found within the community through contributions to
discussions with informed responses, providing comments and
replies, starting discussions, and posting entries into various
activities. With the majority of the activity generated by the IPs and
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Community Leader Flowell, the community was able to not only
grow in numbers, but also managed a constant level of activity and
overtime a sense of familiarity with those posting was formed.
Covering each of the MDGs, topics ranged from activities focusing on
a specific theme or day, e.g. Earth Day which had an interesting
discussion attached to it. There remains at this point a wide array of
topics for reading. Growth of the community was largely from India
and the Philippines members and IP groups.
WEB 2.0 PAGES
Linked to the community are the community themed Flickr and
YouTube pages along with the UNMC Global Facebook and Twitter
pages. UNMC had at the beginning of the pilot implementation a
membership base of 12,000+ with current updates and a wall which
was heavily used. Numerous other small Facebook pages though did
exist and it was agreed that rather than add to the online presence a
merging would begin. Synergies with the existing UNMC Facebook
Page was not only agreed upon but strongly supported as a merging
of online presence allows for concentrated and unified message
delivery with central monitoring ensuring quality control. A
mutually beneficial synergy was thought to be comprised of the
following benefits.
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UNMC
 Existing UNMC members in Asia could remain active year
round, becoming more exposed and familiar with the MDGs.
Furthermore

they

could

gain

constant

support

and

encouragement to keep the MDG activism going, and given the
opportunity to participate and play a larger role in the events
specific to their country while taking on in some cases addition
responsibilities, building up their capacities to be MDG
champions.
 Increased member base. Those who first hear of UNMC
through iMDG would be sent to the UNMC page and
encouraged to join and share experiences with the larger
community. As the attention is maintained through increased
number of events, more people would learn of UNMC and
MDGs and be attracted to sign-up.
iMDG
 Access to a large online community allowing focus to be given
more to the engagement, mobilization and action aspects of
iMDG.
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On the issue of the Twitter and YouTube channels it was preferable
to have a set iMDG YouTube page while a decision on Twitter
remained in the air.
Subdivided into each relevant category the Flickr page stored all of
the images uploaded into the community under Recent Updates,
Flash Mob for the Future, Pictures for Politicians, Artwork for MDGs,
Films for Change, and Other. Cleaned when needed it provides a
clear method for members to navigate to categories of interest. As
initial storage levels did not meet the projected amount needed, the
account was upgraded early on to allow for the anticipated number
of photos taken during the Flash Mob for the Future.
Shockingly the Global UNMC Facebook page was utilized virtually
not at all. Although messages were passed on for posting, approval
was never given. Providing a link to iMDG was also not possible.
With the iMDG YouTube page which has a custom designed
background, it became a storage base for the Films for Change
Challenge although was not visited as videos could be viewed within
the web space. Subscriptions included that of the UNMC Global
YouTube page, Swechha, YouthVote and mutually reinforced the
community. Twitter was never separated from the Global UNMC
Twitter account. The short communications provided best by
Twitter is in fact something which at this point offers little value.
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FEATURES
Inclusion of the Thumbs Up feature, a common online feature, is
simple to use and plays an important part in generating online
recognition for good, well thought out, and informative posts. Found
by each post is an icon which shows a hand giving the thumbs-up.
When this icon is clicked by a visitor it registers the click and adds it
to an ongoing tally of those who have also done so, showing others
that it is a post which is liked. Although posting by members asking
for simple guidance, or posting a quick comment is not unwanted, it
in some manner must be distinguished from a post which provides
considerable value to the community, or is done by a community
member who is actively participating. This feature goes towards
distinguishing a good post from a normal post. In doing so it
provides motivation for community members who take the time to
share their knowledge for the benefit of others in the community.
Syndication of the content found within the community is of
importance so that information can be instantly directed after
uploading into a category that the post has been organized under.
Once a member has selected the categories to subscribe to posts are
instantly directed to them. It offers choice in the method by which a
member receives information. Called an RSS (Really Simple
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Syndication) it is a common online feature and was included in the
iMDG web space.
The feature found within the web space that offers the highest level
of choice regarding how the message spreads throughout the
internet is the AddThis application. Seen as a small box with the text
“SHARE”, it allows community members to select their preferred
method amongst a selection of over 250 destinations including
those such as Facebook, MySpace, Digg, and standard email. By
automatically translating into over 60 languages to accommodate a
members’ native language, it is the most multilingual sharing tool
and ideal for a regional online web space. AddThis is the single most
important feature found within the web space which offers
information of iMDG to be spread easily, and Spread of iMDG itself to
increase.
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7.
Looking Back
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All change is not growth, as all movement is not forward.
Ellen Glasgow
Our aims in political activism are not, and should not be, to create a perfect utopia.
Paul Wellstone

Going into piloting four main objectives existed. The first was to
create an IT platform and vibrant online community of MDG youth
activists. Achievement of this objective can said to have occurred
based on the following. After the piloting period of four months the
community was comprised of over 390 members, receiving 1,498
visitors who in total visited the web space 2,231 times and spent an
average of 5:25 min while in the community. Activity was at the end
of piloting constant. With twenty-one pages of Recent Updates, each
containing seven posts, they represent a large amount of
information being shared. More importantly however, within each
of those posts there can be found comments; sometimes a post will
have numerous. Commenting became common and large eDiscussions included during piloting the Mera India Bridge the Gap:
Getting Back on Track discussion. Another nearly took off regarding
Social Accountability and involved YouthVote. From the Facebook
Ads, 9,990,927 youth saw the iMDG logo while 4,064 visited the site
by clicking on it.
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A second objective was to utilize new media and to be informative.
As iMDG utilized Facebook (as linked to the Global page), relied
heavily on Flickr, and had a dedicated YouTube channel with iMDG
specific themed background. It was furthermore linked to the UNMC
Global twitter channel. All forms of pictures are directly sent to
specific Flickr categories when uploaded into the community web
space. Other features of importance include Tags, RSS feeds, and the
AddThis feature which combined offered tremendous flexibility for
user navigation to information and subsequent sharing of that
information. Through posting of Recent Updates by community
members on various MDG issues and upcoming events, and found
within the text of petitions, a selection of the latest information on
MDGs was made available. E-Discussions in particular are
interactive and offer the latest information with inclusion of current
news stories and can be said to be highly informative.
Thirdly, it was to show long-term viability and not a flash in the pan,
while remaining interactive and entertaining. In offering community
members something to take part in each month, iMDG offered
activities for youth to take part in over an extended period of time.
In doing so activity online was maintained as one activity ended
with another beginning. Either these activities were official iMDG
activities or they were those coming from IPs or other MDG related
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organizations in the country. There was always either a discussion
to take part in or an activity to enter.
Lastly, iMDG was to deliver a low-cost tool for UNMC
communications to youth. With a total expenditure for piloting at
less than 35,000 USD, iMDG offered an online community where
UNMC messaging to grassroots organizations could be centralized
and unified for a coherent message and support from UNMC Global
as contextualized by UNMC AP. It is a mechanism by which UNMC
activities of any size can be shared, discussed, and used to inspire
activism.
Having achieved these objectives, the case example plays an
important role in sharing lessons learned for those looking to
establish an online community for youth.
The following pages are an overview of the analytics for the site.
They offer a look at the online statistics behind the site for the time
period between January 1, 2010 and April 8, 2011 the most recent
data available prior to publication.
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